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The Weapons of Peace!
Offence and defence are nothing but
two different sides of the same coin,
called violence. In this cruel world,
where all the possible types of
destructive methods and technologies
either already exist or are under
research; there are some things that
serve
the
purpose
without
any
aggressiveness attached. In fact they
are so silent in their action that the
subject cannot recognise their threat.
This is absolutely not about the ‘cold
weapons’
which
don’t
involve
gunpowder or heat in their impact.
Neither is this about any advanced
technology like biochemical weapons that can silently kill. These are indeed the
weapons that don’t even have their physical form and still manage to make
maximum impact with the help of the victim’s own energy.
Here are three such weapons that peacefully make their way through the victim
and manage to cause immense damage slowly and gradually…
Weapon#1 Tolerance
This is indeed the funniest weapon of all.
That’s because this weapon needs nothing
but to let the opponent keep on attacking.
High levels of tolerance can not only end
all the aggression in the others but also
leave them in a vulnerable condition
because of excessive tiredness. This is
commonly witnessed in combat fighting
matches like boxing or wrestling, where
boxers keep on taking punches till the
opponent gets tired and then make their
knock-out hit. However, in practical life;
knock-out punches aren’t really required.
All what you need to do is develop good
stamina and wait till the hardships give-up. Such victories are really worth
celebrating and ultimately leave behind; no hard feelings in anyone.

Weapon#2 Addiction
Another very strange kind of peaceful
weapon is addiction. In this case;
interestingly, the victim actually enjoys the
attack. Serving someone something which
they badly need; might seem benevolent
on the first glance. But it can turn out to be
a really painful experience when that
same thing is suddenly taken away from
them. This often leads to intense depression
in the victims and can even result into
suicidal levels of torture. Also, victims easily
get ready to go to any extent for getting
back what they were set addicted to.
Moreover; logically, it doesn’t even seem wrong as all what you did was taking
away something that was as such not belonging to the victim.
Weapon#3 Ignorance
Surprisingly, though ignorance about the
potential threats doesn’t completely solve
the problem; however it manages to keep
you happy and content enough till the end.
This works really very well with those
problematic people or situations of life;
which don’t have any solution. Being
unaware or believing that the problem
doesn’t exist; does half the job. Sometimes
the knowledge of occurrence of something
terrible; affects our psyche so much, that
we’re almost half dead before the problem
actually begins and many times the
supposed problem actually never appears!
In such cases; the ignorance truly becomes bliss. The weapon of ignorance works
best during incurable diseases, fear of uncertainty and excess stress or tension about
future of something or someone.
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